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Introduction
Vuelta Sports Office (Vuelta Sportiroda) is one of the biggest Hungarian companies dealing with organ-

izing cycling events and cycling education. Our most important events are Tour de Hongrie (the Hungar-

ian stage race), Mátra Mountain Bike Marathon (for professional and amateur cyclists) and Tour de Bala-

ton (a one-day-long cycling tour for amateur cyclists around the biggest lake of Hungary, Lake Balaton).

 Since 2004 we are committed to safety cycling education: in the beginning we have targeted 6-14 

years old children with a bikeability track and interactive safety cycling lessons in primary schools and at 

various other events. In 2008 we have developed a safety cycling educational program (called BringaSuli; 

BikeSchool in English) for the Ministry of Economy and Transport of Hungary, containing theoretical and 

practical knowledge also. During the pilot program in spring 2008, we have tested the program in 18 pri-

mary schools. Since then the program has been implemented in all together more than 70 Hungarian 

primary schools.

 Based on our previous experience we have developed the BringaAkadémia (BikeAcademy in Eng-

lish) program in 2012, that includes an optional subject on safety cycling (for 3-4th and 5-6th classes of 

primary schools), a training for trainers program for primary school teachers, cycling events in primary 

schools (and other various venues) – all the activities of BringaAkadémia aims to teach the children ride 

their bikes in a safe way. Our programs, events and booklets have reached ten thousands of children, and 

hundreds of primary school teachers were prepared for safety cycling education and for leading cycling 

tours for the pupils.

 We are open for cooperations with any organizations that are aiming safety cycling education to in-

volve more children to the amazing world of cycling.





BringaAkadémia education
Our most important goal is to teach more and more children to ride their bike in a safe and self-

confident way. To reach the goal theoretical and practical skills are both needed, so the methodology 

of BringaAkadémia have been developed to cover these kind of needs. During the interactive lessons 

pupils learn all the knowledge that helps cycling safely and consciously. Various forms of education 

target to reach the goal:

   interactive lessons for the pupils,

   ’cycling days’ in primary schools,

   voluntary lessons in the afternoons,

   BringaAkadémia as an optional subject,

   cycling education built in other subjects (for eg. PE).
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Every children loves cycling…
…but majority of them are not acquainted with the basic rules of road for cyclists.

With the BringaAkadémia interactive lessons we prepare the children for safety cycling by teaching 

them the most important rules of road. The main issues are the following (in 45 minutes):

   the compulsory equipments of a bicycle according to the law,

   bike check before cycling,

   where to cycle (and where not);

   visibility on bicycle;

   rules of right-of-way.

BringaAkadémia interactive lessons usually are included in ’cycling days’ in primary schools, and the 

children participating at the lessons get a booklet, contaning the most important theoratical knowledge.
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Bringaakade’mia



Cycling means freedom…
…because children feel that on two wheels they can go faster and further, while they also feel their in-

dependency.

But only a minority of children will cycle to the school, to the grocery store, or to the grandma with prop-

er theoretical and practical knowledge.

With organizing voluntary lessons in the afternoons the goal is to develop the theoretical knowledge 

and the practical skills of the children participating at the lessons.

The target group is the 9-12 years old pupils.

    Practicing is organized in a safe area, usually in the schoolyard.

    The aim is to develop the cycling skills of the pupils by playful exercises.

    The get acquinted with the rules of road for cyclist, every pupil gets a BringaAkadémia workbook.
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The BringaAkadémia 
optional subject…

…aims to teach all the theoretical and practical knowledge in 64 lessons in 3-4th and 5-6th class of 

primary schools.

The curriculum of BringaAkadémia optional subject has been developed by Vuelta Sports Office 

in 2012, cooperating with experts of the Office of Education of Hungary (Oktatási Hivatal) and the 

Hungarian Institute for Educational Research and Development (Oktatáskutató és Fejlesztő Intézet).

The structure of the subject is the following:

    One lesson per week; 32 lessons per schoolyear; all together 64 lessons

    Theoretical issues:

    Rules of road for cyclists

    Bicycle check

    Cycle touring

    Practical issues:

    development of cycling skills in a safe area

    practicing in quiet roads
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Without preparing…
…there is no professional knowledge.

The aim of the BringaAkadémia 30-hour-long accredited training for trainers program is to prepare 

primary school teachers for safety cycling education – both theoratical and practical education. The 

three-day-long training is open for all primary school teachers. Since 2014 more than 300 teachers 

have been participating at the trainings in Hungary.

Our other training for trainers program have been developed for preparing teachers for cycling tours 

with children. The training focuses on practical skills needed for leading a bicycle tour (rules of road for 

cyclists, preparing for a cycling tour, planning a cycling tour, first-aid skills, orientation, etc.). Since 2018 

more then 500 teachers have been participating at the trainings in Hungary.
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Cycling is fun
Beside school educational projects the BringaAkadémia mobile bikeability track, the ’bike duel’, 

the interactive lessons are also great cycling activities as a part of a bigger event or as a separate, 

independent BringaAkadémia Roadshow event, completed with a freestyle or trial show.

A cycling day in a primary schools can be also organized as a BringaAkadémia Roadshow event, 

completing the basic cycling day with ’bike duel’ or a trial show in the schoolyard.
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International partnerships
Vuelta Sports Office is open for international cooperations in the field of safety cycling education (and 

in organizing cycling events also). Since 2015 we have managed three international cooperations with 

various partners in the field of safety cycling education. In 2015 a Romanian organization, the Mureș 

Community Foundation (Fundația Comunitară Mureș) had invited us to organize a training for trainers 

program in Târgu Mureș (Romania) for participants coming from local NGOs. Since then Mureș Com-

munity Foundation has started its own safety cycling educational program, AcademiaVelo, reaching 

hundreds of children with it.

In March 2015 we have organized a workshop in Budapest for experts of safety cycling education in the 

V4 Region. The participants, invited from the V4 countries (Hungary, Slovakia, Czech Republic, Poland), 

have presented the current situation of safety cycling education in their own countries.

From 2015 till 2018 we have been running an Erasmus+ project (called Safe4Cycle) with a Romanian, 

an Austrian and a Dutch partner to improve our curriculum and professional skills, getting acquainted 

with safety cycling educational programs of the project partners and the trends in cycling also to have 

more experience about the whole issue. The project has resulted three ’intellectual outputs’ (the basis 

of our everyday work, and a new project planned): the Safe4Cycle Mentors’ Handbook, the Safe4Cycle 

Workbook, the Safe4Cycle interactive pilot video, and the experience and culture of common work in 

the frame of a transnational cooperation. The greatest impact of the previous project was that we could 

call attention for the importance of safety cycling at the highest levels of the Hungarian government.





Professional partnerships
Vuelta Sports Office is in a good partnership with professional organisations responsible for road safety, 

including safety cycling issue also, for example Máriusz Révész, government commissioner for Active 

Hungary, the Institute for Transport Sciences (KTI), the Commission on Prevention of Accidents of the 

Hungarian Police (ORFK-OBB), the Hungarian Cyclists’ Club.

After introducing the Safe4Cycle project, and its intellectual outputs, Máriusz Révész, government 

commissioner for cycling and active leisure, in August 2017 initiated to form a task force to complete 

the BringaAkadémia Workbook and the Mentors’ Handbook with the rules for pedestrians. The task 

force has been formed of the experts of the organisations mentioned above. The completion of the 

materials has been coordinated and finished by Tamás Abelovszky (Vuelta Sports Office) and Tamás 

Berta (KTI) in 2018, and has been named ‘Közlekedő kisokos’. Thanks to the government commissioner 

and the KTI the completed BringaAkadémia Workbook was delivered to all the 4th and 5th class stu-

dents in November 2018 (all together 200 000 copies).
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www.bringaakademia.hu
info@bringaakademia.hu

+36 30 462 0181


